**KEEP YOUR SUNNY SIDE UP** *(BAR)*
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**Intro:**

Keep your sunny side up, keep it up, hide the side that gets blue.

If you have nine sons in a row, baseball teams, they make money, you know!

Keep your funny side up, don't let up, let your laughter come through, do-do-do!

Stand up on your legs, be like two fried eggs, keep your sunny side up!

Life can be a pleasure or a pain, good or bad, successful or in vain;

Happiness is just a point of view, if you have it here's the thing to do;
Keep your sunny side up, keep it up, drown a frown with a smile.

If you think it's raining for you, just remember, others are blue.

Always look for the bright side, start the day on the right side;

You'll find life worthwhile, learn to wear a smile, keep your sunny side up!

You'll find life worthwhile, learn to wear a smile, keep your sunny side,

Make it your funny side, keep your sunny side up!
KEEP YOUR SUNNY SIDE UP

Intro: F Dm C A7 D7 G7 C G7

C G7 C C+ F C
Keep your sunny side up, keep it up, hide the side that gets blue.

G7 CMA7 B7 G7
If you have nine sons in a row, baseball teams, they make money, you know!

C G7 C C+ F E7 Am A7
Keep your funny side up, don't let up, let your laughter come through, do-do-do!

Dm C A7 D7 G7 C
Stand up on your legs, be like two fried eggs, keep your sunny side up!

C G7 C G7 Bb7 A7
Life can be a pleasure or a pain, good or bad, successful or in vain;

Dm A7 Dm D7 G7 G7 G7+5
Happiness is just a point of view, if you have it here's the thing to do;

C G7 C C+ F C
Keep your sunny side up, keep it up, drown a frown with a smile.

G7 CMA7 B7 G7
If you think it's raining for you, just remember, others are blue.

C G7 C C+ F E7 Am A7
Always look for the bright side, start the day on the right side;

Dm C A7 D7 G7 C C7
You'll find life worthwhile, learn to wear a smile, keep your sunny side up!

F Dm C A7 D7 G7
You'll find life worthwhile, learn to wear a smile, keep your sunny side,

D7 G7 D7 G7 C B C
Make it your funny side, keep your sunny side up!